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Details of Visit:

Author: Jammie Dodger
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 12 Feb 2016 19:00
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 1000
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Alexandra Rayne
Website: http://www.alexandrarayne.com/

The Premises:

The Lady:

I’ve seen Alex by herself before, and had a truly amazing time. Since I’m only down in London
from Scotland occasionally, I wanted to do something even more special this time, namely a duo
with Alex and her friend Louisa. I’d been following their friendship on social media - they chat on
Twitter a lot and i’ve enjoyed looking at their updates. They’re both gorgeous too…pretty, slim and
well-toned, with the most luscious pair of bottoms you ever saw. Lovely pictures, even lovelier in
real life.

There was some great person & sexual chemistry between the two of them too, nothing like the put-
on duo performances you sometimes see. I’ve seen a fair number of agency girls, and they can
sometimes be a bit “dime a dozen”, but these two are a lot more real. 

The Story:

I got a room at the Montague on the Gardens hotel, mainly because they had a room with a free
standing bath, and I remember that Alex likes to joke that baths make her feel slutty! We met in the
tea room, but I didn’t wait for very long before inviting them up to the room. There is a bit of a D/s
dynamic between the two of them, with Alex normally taking the lead. I’m not a very good Mr Grey
but I do enjoy the ‘damsel in distress’ vibe. Alex ratherly tenderly helped me tie Louisa up with
ropes, japanese style, which then segued into a sexy photo shoot. We then remembered about the
bath which Alex enjoyed for a bit while I was fucking Louisa. But then Alex couldn’t resist for long
and came to join us! I ended up coming on Louisa’s gorgeous tits, with Alex gently encouraging me
on. The combination of Alex’s dangerously dirty talk in my ear and Louisa’s innocent little-girl-lost
face staring up at me was seriously hot and will probably fuel a thousand fantasies for the future.

Altogether, an amazing experience, couldn’t recommend them more. They mentioned they’re
going to be in Edinburgh together at the end of February, which isn’t too far from me, so I’m
investigating the possibility of a repeat closer to home.
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